Analysts Say Global Credit Crisis Imminent
By T.W. Tramm

MORE and more analysts are warning that a financial crash is imminent.
An indication that the looming crash may be “biblical” in scale is the date on which the market volatility
began: Tishrei 1 (the first day of the 7th biblical month), corresponding to October 10 (the 10th day of
the 10th Gregorian month), exactly 10 years after the last major market crash on Tishrei 1, 2008.*
How are these dates and numbers significant?
God works to patterns. Tishrei, the month of the shemitah and jubilee “release” in Scripture, is
historically associated with major stock market plunges, most recently consecutive crashes on Tishrei 1
in 2001 and 2008.
Additionally, God is about numbers. The particulars of prophetic events, dates, timespans, etc., often
bear His signature in numerical form. A relevant example is that the historic stock crash at the start of
the 7th month in 2008 saw a Dow point drop of exactly 777 points.
Seven is the number of completion and perfection in Scripture. From the seven-day week in Genesis to
the Book of Revelation, where there are seven churches, seven angels, seven seals, and seven trumpetplagues, seven represents fullness or completeness.
The number 10 signifies God’s omnipotence and is associated with the judgment of the pagan/Gentile
world: In the first chapter of Genesis the phrase “God said” appears 10 times. In the Book of John Jesus
uses the phrase “I am” 10 times. There are 10 Commandments, linking the number 10 to God’s
sovereignty or dominion. Ten generations of man lived on the earth before the Flood was sent. The last
world-ruling kingdom under Satan is symbolized prophetically by 10 toes and 10 horns (Dan. 2; Rev. 13,
19). The Lord sent 10 plagues on Egypt, representing the complete judgment of the pagan empire.
The numbers 7 and 10 multiplied equal 70. The number 70 is linked to the culmination of God’s plan of
redemption: Daniel’s prophetic timeline consists of 70 weeks (9:24-27). A typical human lifespan is 70
years (Ps. 90:10; Matt. 24:32-34). The Jews were redeemed from Babylon after 70 years (Jer. 29:10).
The significance of the numbers 7 and 10 in Scripture make the start-time of the market volatility seem
uncanny: the start of the 7th (biblical) month and the 10th day of the 10th (Gregorian) month in the
10th year since the last crash.
As we highlight here often, the economy is a crucial piece of the prophetic puzzle as Scripture
emphasizes that the Day of the Lord begins during a time of economic expansion, when people are

buying, selling, building, and planting (Luke 17:26-29). If the predictions of some experts are correct and
we’re seeing the beginnings of an unprecedented and world-changing economic crash, how near must
the return of the Lord be?
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LINKS:
A Global Credit 'Heart Attack' Is Just Months Away:
https://www.smh.com.au/…/a-global-credit-heart-attack-is-ju…
Get prepared For a Bear market panic-Crash:
https://www.forbes.com/…/get-prepared-for-a-bear-market-p…/…

NOTES:
1. For calendar reckoning explanation see NOTES section
here: http://www.theseasonofreturn.com/THE_SEVENTH_MONTH_-_KEEP_W…
2. Stocks Take Record Tumble, Down 777 Points: https://www.cbsnews.com/…/stocks-take-record-tumble-down7…/
3. The notion that the “fig tree” (terminal) generation in Matthew 24 is 70 years is further supported by the fact
that Israel’s greatest ruler, King David, died at the age of 70. Also, Adam’s death at the age of 930—70 years short
of a millennium—is denotive of the lifespan of fallen man.
4. Ron Paul: A 50% Correction Will Spark Depression-like Conditions That May Be 'Worse Than
1929’: https://www.cnbc.com/…/ron-paul-market-meltdown-could-spark…

